
HYERES - 12 July 

Race 1 

1. HADES FLOR - DQ on last four starts and is extremely hard to trust at present.  

2. HADOL DE FAEL - Modest reappearance and will need to improve sharply to factor.  

3. HIGH BLACK HORSE - Has to be excused DQ latest but had been in much better form before that. Narrowly denied 

third successive win two starts back and certainly worth another chance here. 

4. HEROS DU REYNARD - Disappointing so far this campaign and needs to improve.  

5. HASTA LA VISTA - DQ last three starts and happy to oppose following that.  

6. HENA MOSSA - DQ three of last four starts although good placed finish when able to find the finish.  

7. HARLEM D'ORGE - Won three starts ago and has placed twice since. Upped in grade once more but thriving at 

present and is easy to fancy here. 

8. HUGO DU CHATELET - Mid-field in similar contest last time. Needs to improve if he is to trouble the judge.  

9. HOTEL PARTICULIER - Rates highly on best but recent efforts below that level. Needs more to factor.  

10. HIRO MAGIS - Won twice and placed twice in last five starts. Clearly thriving at present and goes well for this driver. 

Keep safe.  

11. HERMES FLAM - Won three starts ago but struggled since upped to this grade the last twice. Needs to improve. 

12. HEAVEN DE SIMM - 2.5L second at Cagnes-Sur-Mer on final start last campaign reads as good form. Threat to all 

if resuming at a similar level but has needed first run back in the past. 

13. HORUS DES CHAMPS - Game 0.5L winner at Avignon two starts back. Fair run back there since and has each 

way claims once more. 

14. HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR - Won five starts ago at this track and has a good track record. Include.  

15. HAMILTON SEVEN - Lost his way on last couple starts but had been in much better form before that. Each way 

claims if bouncing back.  

16. HARSHAM CHEF - Game 1.75L winner at Marseille Borelly latest came in a stronger contest. Can improve again 

and is expected to prove hard to beat.  

Summary 

HARSHAM CHEF (16) won a stronger race than this last time and could prove hard to beat once more. HIRO MAGIS 

(10) is thriving at present. Progressing all the time and is easy to fancy. HARLEM D'ORGE (7) found success three 

starts ago. Placed on both subsequent outings. Keep safe. HIGH BLACK HORSE (3) can be excused DQ in latest s in 

great form prior and may improve further. Potential threat to all. 

Selections 

HARSHAM CHEF (16) - HIRO MAGIS (10) - HARLEM D'ORGE (7) - HIGH BLACK HORSE (3)  



Race 2 

1. GOLDMANIA - Back to back placed finishes earlier in the campaign but not at same level since. Runs bare-foot but 

needs to re-find form.  

2. GARVALA ACE - 3.25L fourth at Feurs when last seen although a concern she is still a maiden after 44 starts. 

3. GANDI DES OLIVIERS - Running consistently well in defeat of late. Each way claims in similar contest once more.  

4. GRISBI LE GRIVOIS - Struggled on reappearance but is better than that. Ready to show more and races barefoot 

plus has a good record for this driver.  

5. GRACE MEMORIES - No better than mid-field on recent starts but certainly has the ability to win on best form. Races 

barefoot and is worth consideration.  

6. GOLDEN MAJYC - 3.25L fifth at Feurs last time. Outran odds that day and likely to be much more fancied for this. 

Each way hope.  

7. GREEN DE LARRE - Inconsistent performance of late and unlikely to trouble the judge. 

8. GUIBSON DU SOLNAN - 2.5L second at Bollene last time. That was best run for some time and interesting if able 

to build upon that.  

9. GUERRIERE DE CORCY - Not at best on recent starts and needs to find progression if she is to factor. 

10. GRAND CHASSEUR - Unfancied and down the field here on reappearance. Must improve sharply to factor.  

11. GUOPECK DE VIVOIN - DQ last four starts and will need to improve to be considered. 

12. GADJO DU NOYER - Won three starts ago but DQ on both runs since. Eased in grade and may bounce back to 

form running barefoot.  

13. GARTA MAG - DQ the last twice. Is a 31 race maiden and a big surprise were that to change here.  

14. GALOUBET LUDOIS - Well beaten of late and easily opposed in current form. 

Summary 

GUIBSON DU SOLNAN (8) found a placing when last seen. Can improve on and looks the one to beat. GANDI DES 

OLIVIERS (3) is consistent. Finds the right race and expect to give a bold showing. GOLDEN MAJYC (6) shaped well 

in latest and can improve upon that. Keep safe. GADJO DU NOYER (12) can be excused DQ past two attempts. 

Interesting on form of a win three starts ago. Potential threat to all. 

Selections 

GUIBSON DU SOLNAN (8) - GANDI DES OLIVIERS (3) - GOLDEN MAJYC (6) - GADJO DU NOYER (12)  



Race 3 

1. GAOTCHO JIEL - Placed second up and now third up will be primed. Has won at this stage of the campaign in the 

past and looks a potential threat to all now.  

2. FURIOSO A QUIRA - Won three starts back and placed last time. Clearly in good form and has only missed the 

placings once in 6 runs for this driver. Keep safe. 

3. FELIN DE BOMO - 9L seventh here on reappearance. Should progress and is eased slightly in grade. Interesting.  

4. GIRONDA - 11L fifth at Feurs latest but will need to improve if she is to factor amongst this field.  

5. FASTNET DU HUTREL - Over 500 days since last victory and would be a surprise were he to change that here. 

6. FILLE DE KERDU - Not at best recently and needs to re-find form.  

7. FICTOR DES ROMAINS - 1.75L winner at this track and trip latest. Impressed that day although this is a big step up 

in grade now.  

8. FARIDA - Inconsistent mare. Rates highly on best form but hard to predict what form she will run to.  

9. EL LOCO DU JAAR - Impressive 3.25L winner here two starts ago but struggled here when upped to this grade 

since. Needs further progression.  

10. GANGSTER DAVANESS - DQ on last two starts and happy to oppose following that. 

11. GRAINE DE MAX - Won two starts back and then a close second when bidding to go back to back last time. Eased 

in grade now and clearly in great form so should take beating.  

12. GENTLEMAN DE LARRE - Recent form figures make little appeal. Needs improvement.  

13. GIRL DES MOTTES - Resumes after four months absence. High class type at best and resumes at realistic level. 

Winning claims first up.  

14. GELINDA - Placed twice from four starts this campaign. In form and has good winning record. Bare-foot here and 

has each way claims.  

15. FERNEY VOLTAIRE - Placing two starts ago stands out amongst profile as rare good run. Likely best watched.  

16. FASHION D'HERIPRE - Placed on four of last six starts. A place is likely to prove best once more however.  

Summary 

GRAINE DE MAX (11) was beaten 1L in a much stronger race last time. Could prove hard to beat at this easier level. 

FURIOSO A QUIRA (2) brings great form. Goes well for this driver and is easy to fancy. GIRL DES MOTTES (13) 

resumes. Holds strong form claims at best and is a threat to all. GELINDA (14) is placed twice already this campaign. 

Steadily progressive and rates an each way chance. 

Selections 

GRAINE DE MAX (11) - FURIOSO A QUIRA (2) - GIRL DES MOTTES (13) - GELINDA (14)  



Race 4 

1. EAGLE EYES - Honest overall record and has won and placed on last two starts. Should give another bold showing.  

2. FLORINE DE VIETTE - Won five starts ago and placed on last two starts. Easy to fancy once more.  

3. FELICIA DE BESS - 3L fourth at Avignon was best run so far this campaign. Threat to all if progressing once more.  

4. DARO DESBOIS - Disappointing effort latest but had placed on three consecutive runs before that. Each way claims 

on that form.  

5. DJANGO DES CHARMES - Back to back DQ on last two starts and needs to bounce back but interesting on best 

form.  

6. CAPITAL MAJYC - Game winner three starts ago but this looks tougher. Likeable type but may prove outclassed 

here. 

7. CONCERTO ROYAL - Won five starts ago in this grade but been disappointing all subsequent runs. Needs more.  

8. DIVA DE CARLESS - Resumes after three month absence. Needs to resume in better form than she ended last 

campaign in although has won first up in the past so wouldn’t be one to entirely rule out.  

Summary 

EAGLE EYES (1) won two starts back and placed again last time. Thriving at present and can improve further yet. The 

one to beat. FLORINE DE VIETTE (2) found success five starts ago. Placed twice since and worth keeping safe. DARO 

DESBOIS (4) is forgiven disappointing run in latest. Placed on three consecutive runs prior and rates a chance if 

bouncing back. FELICIA DE BESS (3) took a big step forward racing third up this campaign. Can improve again and 

each way backers are advised to look closely. 

Selections 

EAGLE EYES (1) - FLORINE DE VIETTE (2) - DARO DESBOIS (4) - FELICIA DE BESS (3)  



Race 5 

1. EMANDORIA - Improved to place at Feurs last time. Not the most consistent but interesting if able to build upon that.  

2. FOKINO VEDAQUAIS - 9.75L fourth at Oraison was a better run. Goes bare-foot here and has an each way chance.  

3. EDINSON CAVANI - Struggled in arguably weaker contests than this of late. Best watched.  

4. EASY DESTIN - 1.25L second at Avignon in strong looking race last time. That form reads well and has placed on 

all three previous track runs. Keep safe.  

5. FADA - DQ last three starts so is hard to trust at present. Has the form in the book to factor however if finding the 

finish. 

6. ESCROC DE VILLABON - Comes into this in good form and will enjoy conditions. Looks well placed and has definite 

winning claims. 

7. FRAGONARD - Struggling in better races than this recently. Will appreciate the grade drop and may be able to re-

find form. Don’t entirely rule out.  

8. DEFI DU REYNARD - Resumed in flying form and has won all four starts this campaign. Remains in suitable grade 

and goes admirably well for this driver. Big chance.  

9. DHARMANGA - Steadily progressing with racing of late. 8L fourth at Avignon last time and has place claims following 

that. 

10. FELIN DE CHRISTAL - Well beaten on all recent starts. Up against it once more.  

11. FAMOUS DREAM - Running with credit in defeat in stronger contests than this of late. Will appreciate drop in grade 

and is likely to play a major role. 

12. ELAN DU BOULAY - String of modest efforts and easily opposed.  

Summary 

DEFI DU REYNARD (8) is clearly in good form having won all four starts this campaign. Continues in a suitable grade 

and will prove hard to beat once more. FAMOUS DREAM (11) holds strong claims dropping in grade. Consistent and 

looks a solid pick. EASY DESTIN (4) won five outings ago. Placed three of four runs since and can give another bold 

showing. ESCROC DE VILLABON (6) maintains each way chances among this field. 

Selections 

DEFI DU REYNARD (8) - FAMOUS DREAM (11) - EASY DESTIN (4) - ESCROC DE VILLABON (6)  



Race 6 

1. DELPHOS - No better than mid-field of late and happy to take on at present. 

2. DOMINO D'AUVRECY - Placed twice including at this track recently. Disappointing last time but had excuses and 

should do better here. Each way chance. 

3. FRANKLIN - Only modest performances this time in work and will need sharp improvement if he is to factor here.  

4. DORLANDO - In great form at present having won twice and placed twice from last six starts. Progressive gelding 

and has claims once more. Keep safe.  

5. EOLIA DE LA POTEL - 4L fifth here last time was better but needs to progress again if she is to trouble the judge. 

6. DEXTER DE MAI - Impressed in going clear for 3.25L success at Beaumont latest. Remains in the same grade and 

should give another bold showing.  

7. DECLIC DU SOLEIL - Well held recently and happy to just watch at present. 

8. EREGON DE JUPILLES - In much better form earlier this campaign but lost his way of late. Needs to re-find best.  

9. ELOGIO TEJY - Stayed on well for 2.5L victory at Oraison. Can question that form but this is only slightly tougher. 

Expect another big run.  

10. FOLGADO - Out of form and would be a big surprise were he to factor amongst this field.  

11. FASHION DREAM - Has a good course record and generally an honest performer but not at best so far this 

campaign. Needs to improve.  

12. DJ DU LYS - DQ on three of last four starts and hard to trust he will even find the finish.  

13. ETAIN DE VIVOIN - String of modest runs and unlikely to factor amongst this field.  

14. EDEN PETTEVINIERE - Not at best recently but 4L fifth at Marseille Borely two starts ago was more promising. 

Don’t entirely rule out.  

Summary 

DEXTER DE MAI (6) impressed going clear to secure victory in latest and may improve again. The one to beat. 

DORLANDO (4) won two outings back and placed since. Clearly thriving at present and is easy to fancy. ELOGIO TEJY 

(9) returned to form with a win at Oraison. Threat to all if building upon that. DOMINO D'AUVRECY (2) is an honest 

performer. Each way chance amongst this field. 

Selections 

DEXTER DE MAI (6) - DORLANDO (4) - ELOGIO TEJY (9) - DOMINO D'AUVRECY (2)  



Race 7 

1. IDEALE D'ODYSSEE - 8.25L sixth at this track last time. Place at best following that.  

2. INDEX DE CLAIVINCE - Placed twice from five career starts and looks the type to continue progressing. Goes well 

for this driver and is a potential threat to all. 

3. IVRILE JAC - 1L third here last time. That was a career best but has been progressing steadily recently. Keep safe 

once more.  

4. ILYSIA FLASH - Shaped with significant promise in first two career starts. Should only get better yet and looks the 

one they all have to beat. 

5. IPSOS D'ARIANE - 4L fifth here last time was a fair effort. Place claims if progressing again.  

6. INGALLS - Inconsistent gelding. Already twice placed but ran below best when well fancied. Potential threat to all. 

7. IMBRIN BUROIS - Close second at Salon-De-Provence last time. That was a good effort and can improve again. 

Shortlist.  

8. IRRESISTIBLE PERLE - 12L third at Oraison was second placed finish from just five starts. Place chance once more. 

9. IRON PAN - Placed on debut but has regressed in subsequent starts. Needs to re-find form.  

10. ISBA BESNOT - Looked limited on first campaign. Happy to oppose following that.  

11. INTRIGANTE DARLING - Best run so far was a fourth at Marseille Borelly. Place claims on that performance.  

12. ILONA'S FELLA - DQ on both starts first campaign. Happy to oppose following that.  

13. IVORY KINGDOM - Can be excused DQ latest and of interest if judged on 3.25L second at Avignon. Each way 

chance if finding the finish. 

Summary 

ILYSIA FLASH (4) shaped well on both starts so far. Likely to improve further and will take beating. IMBRIN BUROIS 

(7) placed when last seen. That was a career best and may do better again. Big chance. IVRILE JAC (3) is progressing 

steadily with racing. Solid pick amongst this field. INDEX DE CLAIVINCE (2) placed twice from three attempts for this 

driver and is an interesting runner given that partnership. 

Selections 

ILYSIA FLASH (4) - IMBRIN BUROIS (7) - IVRILE JAC (3) - INDEX DE CLAIVINCE (2)  



Race 8 

1. EROS DU BECQUET - Won five starts ago but not at the same level in subsequent runs. Place claims in this field.  

2. EASY TURGOT - 59 race maiden and unlikely to play much of a role here. 

3. EVEMAX DES ISLES - Impressive 3.75L winner at Toulouse two starts ago although then DQ last time. Worth another 

chance and is yet to miss the placings for this driver. Keep safe.  

4. EPICO BLUE - Has strong form claims on best however DQ on both final start last campaign and reappearance is 

concerning. Needs to re-find form.  

5. CEZIO WILLIAMS - Below best recently and unlikely to factor amongst this field.  

6. DRATAR BLOND - 6L third second up. Now third up will be primed and should continue improving. Each way claims.  

7. CARTEL - Winless for over 600 days and unlikely to change that here.  

8. EASY BLEU - Goes well for this driver and has generally been running well this campaign. Each way claims.  

9. CASH IS KING - Modest winning record and been well beaten on all recent starts. Happy to oppose. 

10. FERNANDINA - 1L third here last time. That was a good effort and clearly enjoys running this circuit having won 

here previously. Each way hope.  

Summary 

EVEMAX DES ISLES (3) can be excused DQ in latest. Impressive winner the start before and will take beating if running 

to that form. EASY BLEU (8) comes into this in good condition and is both talented and consistent. Easy to fancy. 

FERNANDINA (10) maintains a good course record. Placed here last time and can improve again. Consider each way. 

DRATAR BLOND (6) shaped well placing second up. Will now be primed and is an each way prospect. 

Selections 

EVEMAX DES ISLES (3) - EASY BLEU (8) - FERNANDINA (10) - DRATAR BLOND (6) 


